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Intelsat Board of Governors Decides
on Orbital Slot for New Intelsat K

The Intelsat Board of Governors has
announced its decision to place the new
Intelsat K in orbit above the 338.5° east

longitude when the satellite is launched
in December 1991. The orbit, which
was decided upon at the March Board
of Governors meeting, will allow the
spacecraft to provide excellent cover-
age of Europe, including most of the

countries of Eastern Europe.

Steady Progress

Since Intelsat made the decision to
procure a high-powered Ku-band satel-
lite last June, General Electric's fabri-
cation of the Intelsat K has been pro-
gressing steadily. Plans call for the
spacecraft to be delivered by May 1991
and launched the following December.
This time frame will allow the satellite
to provide coverage of the 1992 Olym-
pic Games from Barcelona, Spain and
Albertville, France.

The new spacecraft will provide us-
ers with more Ku-band power than any
previous Intelsat satellite. Users can
get two broadcast quality television sig-
nals in each transponder with antennas
in the five to nine meter range. It will
also provide communications be-
tween North America and Eu-
rope, as well as the capabil-
ity to downlink with vir- ,
tually all major
South American cit-
ies with its two
spot beams.

The spacecraft consists
of 16 54- I - I Mhz linearly po-
larized transponders delivering a peak
c.i.r.p. (effective isotropic radiated
power) of 52 dBW in Europe and
North America. These transponders
can provide up to 32 high quality tele-
vision channels using 1.8-3.5 meter
earth stations. The Intelsat K's high
power, which enables the use of very
small antennas, makes the satellite ideal

for applications such as satellite news
gathering, International Business Serv-
ice (IBS), Satellite Master Antenna TV
(SMATV), and Direct Broadcast Satel-

lite (DBS).
The Intelsat K also offers an "uplink

broadcast" capability. For example,
programming could be uplinked from
both Europe and North America and
then downlinked in a single beam, ei-
ther in Europe or the Americas. An-
other significant feature of the new sat-
ellite is that it permits simultaneous

downlinking in two regions with only
one uplink signal. While two transpon-
ders are needed, this feature provides a
full broadcast capability over the
spacecraft's beam coverage area. With
one uplink from North America, for

example, broadcast to Europe on one
transponder and to the Americas on a
second will be possible. n
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Hans Weiss is a detail man.
"In technical work, always go after

the details," he says. "The details will
make the big picture, not the other way
around."

As the new Associate Director of
COMSAT Labs, Weiss will he working
with all the Labs' departments, making

sure the company's details are attended
to.

As one of only four COMSAT em-
ployees to spend 25 years with the
company to date, Weiss started his ca-
reer by helping develop techniques for
the selection of earth station sites and
actually picked many domestic and in-
ternational sites himself.

One of the main concerns in siting
earth stations is interference, a problem
that Weiss has spent most of his career
addressing.

"Trying to reduce the effects of inter-
ference is what I call 'negative engi-

neering'." he says. "When you first
design something you do normal engi-
neering: you want to produce the best

possible signal.
"But as you increase the number of

satellites and the number of systems,
you have to reuse frequencies," Weiss
adds. "With that. you get the danger of
interference that can adversely affect
transmission quality."

An International Concern

The question of interference is an

international concern. To address it
among many other problems, the
United Nations created the Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union
(ITU). Since 1968, Weiss has made
important contributions to the work of
the United States in the ITU.

"Many space stations are not from
the United States," Weiss explains.
"The whole world has systems up
there.

"It's no good transmitting what can't
be properly received." Weiss says. "So
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all the countries get together and dis-
cuss methods of co-existing." Weiss
has done work on international stan-
dards and methodologies that allow
communications systems to maximize
the usefulness of the available spec-
trum.

"My concern right from the begin-
ning has been international communi-
cations," Weiss adds. "After all, radio

waves don't recognize international
borders."

Recently, Weiss was involved in the
international negotiations that resolved
conflicts between Intelsat, Pan Am Sat.

and Orion.
"I tried to resolve the situation with

my knowledge and experience-to the
equal dissatisfaction of all sides." he

says. smiling. "There was a great deal
of gnashing of teeth, but the alternative

was no solution at all."

Out To Clarksburg

Weiss takes on his duties at
Clarksburg having most recently served
as Vice President, Technical Policy in
World Systems Division. At WSD he
formulated company technical policy in
dealing with domestic and international
rule making. In his new position, he
will be number two officer in charge of

the Labs, responsible for co-administer-
ing the scientific work there.

"In the positions I've held at COM-
SAT, I've had to be conversant with all
the disciplines. Because of this re-
quirement, I've had a great deal of
interaction with the Labs," Weiss says.

"I'd like to he a sort of middleman
between the corporation's operating
arms and its research arm," he adds.

And, of course, there will he the de-
tails.

"Look at what happened with that
satellite (Intelsat VI)." he says. "Some-
one overlooked the details."

"Never take anything for granted,
because details will make or break
you." Weiss says. "I keep rediscover-

ing that over and over.- n

Cable Restoration In the
Atlantic Ocean Region

COMSAT Operations Services has been busy this year providing cable restoration
service in the Atlantic Ocean region. Traffic from the following cables was routed via
Intelsat's 338.5 east longitude satellite. The cable restorations this year are:

n TAT-6-Traffic equivalent to five hyper-groups (or4000 voice grade circuits) be-
tween January 3 and March 5 due to a cable break 1.000 miles off the coast of France.

n TAT-8 - Restoration of the cable took place on February 16 and 17. Traffic
equivalent to three 45 megabit carriers was provided between Roaring Creek, Penn-
sylvania. and Pleumeur Boudou, France. due to noise on the French leg of the cable.

n PTAT - Six E- I carriers, four T-I carriers and one 45 megabit per second carrier
were utilized between earth stations in Holmdel, New Jersey, and Whitchill, United

Kingdom. during the first week of January due to modifications required to put the
Bermuda leg of this cable into service.
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Early Bird's 2.51lf .1 nniversary

Six Who
Were There

With the launch of Early Bird on
April 6, 1965, the age of commercial
coniniunications satellites was horn.
Although 25 years later the achieve-
ment is often taken for granted, the pe-
riod surrounding the first launch was an
exciting one for COMSAT, its employ-
ees and for the entire world.

Here are the personal reminiscences
of six pioneers who contributed to
COMSAT's early success. They were

there when it all began.

Joseph Charyk

Dr. Joseph Char-'Yyk became
COMSAT'.s first President and a direc•-

lor shortly after the corporation's
Jinnding in 1963. He was elected
Chie/'Executive Officer in 1979 and

served as Chairman of the Board front
1983 until his retirement in /985,

On the evening of April 6, 1965, a
distinguished group of invitees. includ-
ing then-Vice President I lubert
Humphrey and Senator Walter Mon-
dale watched a TV screen at COMSAT
headquarters. Glistening white under a
barrage of floodlights stood a Delta
rocket on a launch pad at Cape Ken-
nedy. It was being prepared to launch
the world's first commercial communi-

cations satellite. In a few moments
something dramatic would happen and.

whether good or had, it would have a
major impact on many things and many

Scientist-Executive
Joseph Vincent Charyk

se.d.t In to. in. took T: o*.

1 lASHflGTON, May 2 - -

11 Joseph Vincent Cbarylc
might be the prototype of the
bright young space sclentist-
executive.

At the age of 44, he Is

president of the Communica-

uons Satellite Corporation,

which put in operation today

Its first link In a worldwide

Man

in the

News

hind him.

television system.
tie also has an
Impressive Ust of
Academic , Indus-
trial and Govern-
ment positions be-

He is tall and trim, with

brown hair and eyes. He is a
quiet man but quite articulate
quiet man but quite articu-
late, and he brings the ha.
Inanities Into all but the most

technical discussions.

Like many others, he came

to space through aeronautics,

drawn by the powerful mag- Space specialist with his
net of a great teacher.

Dr. Charyk was horn at
Canmore, Alberta, He Already

had it Bachelor of Science de-
gree from the University of

Alberta when he went to the
California Institute of Tech-
noingv to studs' under the
Hungarian Dr. Irnaodore von

Karman.

Air-Mimi,d 8tndenta

That was In 1948, and Dr.
von Karman was already
turning air-minded young
students Into apprentice
spacemen by developing- smelt
rockets to help lift heavy
bombers off airftnlds and
caret re.

The young Canadian Also
acquired a master', degree -
doctorate with honors anrt a
wife, the former Edwina F.
Rhode,. She was it student in
the then primitive field of
aeronantiral computing.

Princeton inlvorsity decirb
ad at war's end to expand Ile
technical training And caked
Dr. Charyk to help.

"The idea of fining to A.
elautcal Institution. rtrh In
the humanities, that wax go-
ing to attempt a blend of

feet on the ground

cone materials for Intercon.
tlnental missiles and saw the
beginnings of the Polaris mis-
tile program.

Moving to Aeronutronla
Systems, Inc. In 1958 as the
first director of its missile
technoljngy laboratory', he
headed Project Par side, "a
first cheap step toward the
moon."

"This was ons of the first
Attempts to really go out
Into space ," he said recently,
"Sputnik hadn ' t flown then
and the work was - well,
partly smuggled . People won.
dored what kind of A wild
goose Chan you were on."

In 1959 . Dr. Charyk became
chief scientist of the Air
Force . Six months later he
became its Assistant Secre-
tary for roses °ch a"d r'.^-i,
cpment . In another six months
he became Ale For. Lnuvr
Secretary.

These were the years of tht
Minutemen mlaaile , the early
Air Force apace efforts And
such trvint Washington

people . In those moments, I recall, a
myriad of thoughts raced through my
mind.

Did these people have any idea of the
complexity of the undertaking'? Did
they know how much depended on the
judgment and skill of just it handful of
people'! [lad they thought of what the
effect would he if one day all countries
of the world would be linked in real
time for all kinds of communications
and information exchanges '? If the
launch was successful , how soon before
the significance of the accomplishment
would be degraded by the cynics and
how soon before "me too-" groups arose
and sought to share the opportunities
that success would bring? If the launch
failed, who would lead the Monday
morning quarterbacks and what would
happen to the visionary policy of the
United Slates to bring the potential
benefits of satellite technology to the
world '? Had my decision to accept the
presidency of'COMSAT been a wise
one and had I done the right thing in
persuading this talented group of scien-
tists and engineers to join me in trying
to create a new communications world?

As the Delta rocket cleared the
launch pad with a deafening
roar and moved rapidly out of sight,
cheers and applause erupted and con-
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gratulatory remarks were already being
made . But I knew that it would still he
awhile before the satellite would he in a
transfer orbit and that it would be days
before it would be in synchronous orbit

and we would really know if our proj-
ect had been a success or it failure.

Deep respect and admiration surged in
my thoughts for Sid Reiger. Sid Metz-
ger and the inspired and dedicated
group of engineers they had assembled
and who had worked so intensively and
so effectively. For their sake, espe-
cially, I hoped that all would continue
to go well . Years from now, I thought,
they will hopefully be able to take pride
in being the pioneers who created a
new communications world.

Little did I dream. though, that, on
the 25th anniversary of the launch of
Early Bird, we would be living in it
radically changing world in which
communications and information tech-

nology had produced apocalyptic ef-
fects . These, in turn. have brought us
so much nearer to the world peace and
understanding that had been the distant
glimmering beacon at the dawn of the
satellite communications age on the
exciting day in 1965 . Reprinted with
permission front Via Satellite.

Bert Edelson

Burton I. Edelson has been involved

in satellite ccmrmunications fiu-30

veurs-iu the Navy, at COMSAT and at

NA.S'il. Ile is currently a fellow at The
Johns Hopkins Foreign Policy Institute.

Hans Weiss

Hans 11 eiss.joined COMSAT on Au-
gust 3, 1964. Ile was rec enlhr ap-
pointed Associate Director. COMSAT
Labs.

I had only been at COMSAT for six
months, so I was just a water carrier
when Early Bird went up. I really
didn't have a clearly defined position.

I was just Teaming the businesses ve-

rybody was trying to do a little bit of
everything. I wasn't in a particular de-
partment either. Whenever a problem

cropped up, you went to work on it.
Everything was so new. Every step,

I watched the Early Bird launch on
TV with Vice President Hubert
Humphrey who was then, as chairman
of the National Aeronautics and Space
Council. my boss . I was it staff member
on the Council , the one responsible for
satellite communications . I was a Com-
mander in the Navy and had been
working on military satellite communi-
cations before they sent me over to the
Space Council staff.

The Vice President had been invited
to the launch and asked me to accom-
pany him . He sat in the front row with a
number of dignitaries including Senator
Walter Mondale. I sat in the last row.

There was a great deal of excitement
and some worry that the launch vehicle
might explode or drop the satellite into
the ocean-which frequently happened
in those days. Most of the people pres-
ent had never visited Cape Canaveral,
never seen a launch . We didn't have
much live TV in those days- it had to

"Years from now, I thought, they will hopefully be
able to take pride in being the pioneers who created

a new communications world."

5

he piped in by microwave relay.
(Somewhat ironic, having to view a
communications satellite by terrestrial
communications!)

As an engineer, I may have been
more impressed than others since I un-
derstood how it satellite worked, what it
took to get it in orbit, and all the things
that might fail. Fortunately for us all, it
was a great success.

every decision was new. You
combined cxtrapola-

irs tion front
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things that had been done with your
own ingenuity and initiative to find the

solutions to problems.
1 only vaguely remember the

launch-i was probably an usher or
something. I remember Humphrey sit-
ting in the front row with a group of
other visitors in front of a large TV
screen.

I didn't have any other function in

the proceedings, I was just a member of
the technical staff.

Alexander Yenyo

Ale.sunder Yen yo joined COMSAT on
October 19. 1904. Ile is currently the
manager of"cornputer operations tit

COMSAT t'idco Enterprises.

Back when Early Bird was launched

I was just a computer operator. My
role in the scheme of things was to take

the paper tape tracking data that came
in from the Johannesburg earth station
for orbital calculations and convert it
into punched cards for the engineers to
process.

I was at 2100 L Street, right down
there in the computer room with all the
engineers from Hughes and COMSAT.
I particularly remember watching Don
Williams from Hughes, whose eyes
were constantly glued to the lights on
the computer while it was running the
orbital calculations. He was very in-
tense

Ihadsuch asmall part in it that I
really have no great anecdotes to tell.
just it little different perspective. You
really felt you were part of the space
program, and that really appealed to me
at the time.

Everything was new. everything was
exciting. 'T'here was it real camaraderie

then. Working for COMSAT hack then

was an adventure , and even though my
involvement was small , I am glad that I
was a part of it.

Sid Metzger

Sid Metzger was the manager of

COMSAT' s engineering division at the

time of the Ear /v Bird launch . Ile later
went on to become vice president and
ehie f scientist he./ire retiring in 1982.

Upon coming to COMSAT in June
1963 as Manager of the Engineering
Division, I found that the Engineering
Division consisted of only one person,
myself. So my first job was to hire
people. In the next few months I was
joined by Emeric Podraczky, Jim Potts,
John Puente, Rob Briskman and Sy
Bennett.

COMSAT leased AT&T's Andover,
Maine experimental earth station to he
used with Early Bird. Built in 1962, it
had been used with the Telstar and Re-
lay satellites.

Shortly before our launch. AT&T
became concerned with the rough op-
eration of some large cylinder bearings
on the azimuth axis of the 60 foot horn
antenna. Several cracks were found,
leading to a crash project to have re-
placements made at the local Oxford
Paper Co. machine shop in Rumford.
These were completed expeditiously,
so another possible catastrophe was
avoided in the nick of time.

The first days prior to the launch
were chaotic, since we had AT&T en-
gineers there (they owned the station),
New England Bell since Andover was
in their territory and Bell Labs engi-

neers because they had designed the
station and were implementing changes

needed to adapt to the Early Bird sys-
tem. Hughes engineers were there be-
cause they were the only ones in the
whole world who had experience in
performing the telemetry, tracking and
command (TT&C) functions to guide
the satellite to its proper position in or-
bit, and COMSAT engineers were there
because it was our project. Our people
included Jim Potts and Laury Gray for
RF equipment, and Andy Werth for
TT&C equipment. Bill Young was our
station manager, Alan Coburn was of
help to all, and I was responsible for
the entire Andover operation. After
some persuasion, all five groups agreed
to relinquish some sovereign autonomy
and all of them worked together
smoothly and efficiently.

A cliff-hanger occured shortly before
we were to fire the apogee motor. It is
essential that the spin axis of the satel-

lite he properly oriented during motor
firing. To achieve this, a "polarizer" in
the earth station antenna is adjusted to
measure the angle of the incoming sat-
ellite signal. Such measurements had
been made on previous passes over
Andover but the latest readings indi-
cated that the satellite's attitude had
shifted, or that the polarizer had slipped
on its shaft.

To check the latter possibility, an en-
gineer would have to ride several miles
to the horesite tower on Black Moun-
tain. Then, the earth station antenna
would have to point over from the sat-
ellite to the tower and recalibrate the

polarizer.
Unfortunately, there wasn't enough

time for all this. In a discussion with
the COMSAT control center at 2100 L
Street we realized that if the satellite
attitude in space had indeed changed.
this could only be accomplished by
ejecting peroxide from the satellite
tanks. However, if this had inadver-
tently taken place due to a leaky valve,
the peroxide pressure would read
lower. Since that was not the case, the
difference must have been due to the
polarizer slipping on its shaft and it
could be ignored.

We proceeded to fire the motor based
on the assumption that the satellite was
oriented properly. This was the case,
and it now seems very logical. but at
the time we had it nagging feeling that
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perhaps there was something else we
were overlooking . In later launches we
sadly learned that this sometimes hap-
pens . Reprinted with permission from
Via Satellite,

Bruce Sundlun

Bruce Sundlun was appointed by
President Kennedy as a COMSAT In-

corporator in 1962 and has served as a

member of the company's Board of Di-

rectors throughout its history. Today,
he is a businessman in Providence,

Rhode Island.

The thing I remember about that day
was that I had taken my three young

sons with me to watch the historic
launch at COMSAT headquarters.
Someone took a picture of us that was
really extraordinary. In fact, I still have
it in a frame. The boys were 10, 11 and
12 at the time, and it was one of the
best pictures I ever had taken of the
four of us.

From a business standpoint, I re-
member people being surprised that we
could launch Early Bird as quickly as
we did. Basically, it was somewhere

less than two years after the Incorpora-
tors were appointed that the launch
took place. What was considered to be
remarkable was that somebody could
take a law and turn it into a working
piece of hardware in such a short pe-
riod of time.

There was tension there in the room
where we watched the launch because
the stakes were so high. But I remem-
ber Joe Charyk coming up from a
downstairs control room and telling us
that, up to that point, everything had
worked. n

COMSAT 's Ivor Knight
Reelected

Telecommunications
Committee T-1 Chairman
Ivor Knight , COMSAT' s director of

International Systems Standards, has
been unanimously re-
elected to a second
two-year term as chair-
man of the Telecom-
munications Commit-
tee T-1.

Committee T- 1,
sponsored by the Ex-

change Carriers Stan-
dards Association, was
formed in 1984 after
the AT&T divestiture
and includes all major
telecommunications
manufacturers and car-
riers in North America.

Knight has been active
in the organization
since its formation,
holding various leadership offices in-
cluding the position of vice chairman.

Knight has also maintained an active
role in the International Telephone and
Telegraph Consultative Committee

(CCITT), a global organization which
develops telecommunications stan-

dards. He also holds
the chairmanship of a
study group in the area
of network assessment.
Within CCITT, he has
contributed to the de-
velopment of interna-
tional standards for the
use of both satellite and
fiber optic cable sys-
tems for the Public
Switched Telephone
Network and the devel-
oping global Integrated
Services Digital Net-
work (ISDN). He has
also been active in the
standardization of tariff
and charging proce-

dures for ISDN.
Knight joined COMSAT in 1969 and

has been involved with standards set-
ting activities throughout most of his 20
years with the company. n

Twining Named
COMSAT Director,

Broadcast Services
Robert Twining has been promoted to director of broadcast services, COM-

SAT World Systems Division has announced.
Twining will be responsible for developing new broadcast services and for

the management of COMSAT's sales and marketing activities within the U.S.
and international broadcast communities.

Previously, Twining had been a COMSAT video sales account manager, re-
sponsible for major international television and radio accounts. He has more
than 10 years experience in the international telecommunications area, having
worked prior to joining COMSAT at Intelsat and at Cable & Wireless.

He holds a B.S. in economics from Georgetown University and an M.B.A. in
finance from George Mason University.

I
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NASA
Re

Three research proposals submitted
by COMSAT Laboratories were among
eight accepted recently by NASA to
help maintain U.S. preeminence in sat-
ellite communications . The proposals
were submitted by the Labs under the
Satellite Communications Applications
Research Program (SCAR). SCAR was
established to support promising satel-
lite-based communications technology
systems.

COMSAT Research Proposals

Under the leadership of the Network
Technology Division's Dilip Paul,
COMSAT will examine the coininer-
cialization of intersatellite links (ISLs).
Direct connectivity by ISLs between co-
located or closely spaced communica-
tions satellites can make future satellite
networks and services more reliable, ca-
pable and competitive with alternate

technology.
COMSAT will assess and update

commercial communications require-
ments and satellite traffic and service
projections in the INTEL.SAT/Domsat
networks. The results of this study will
provide NASA with valuable insight
into the usefulness of ISLs, both in po-
tential commercial markets and in sup-
port of future demands for services and
capacity.

Based on the results of this program,
COMSAT will develop ISI. require-
ments for NASA. This approach should
pave the way for a successful IS1, tech-
nology transfer and could result in the
definition of joint NASA/commercial

ISI, experiments and hardware develop-
ment that will greatly promote the com-
mercialization of optical ISL technol-
ogy and services capability.

Broadband ISDN

The second proposal, led by Tom Inu-
kai of the Network Technology Divi-

sion, involves exploring the potential
for using satellites for broadband inte-
grated services digital network (B-

ISDN). Satellite B-ISDN with on-board
hasehand processing technology will
benefit many commercial and public or-

TODAY

Picks Three Labs'
earch Proposals
gani/ations by providing cost-effective
services for high - speed private net-
working, thin-route broadband serv-
ices, emergency communications,
high-volume data distribution, internet-
working. and the integration of cotn-
mercial services and NASA space mis-
sions.

This task will consist of a study

phase and proof - of-concept develop-
ment phase . The study phase will in-
vestigate the most recent CCITT rec-
ommendations for B - ISDN require-
ments . The program ' s second aspect
will he devoted to the design , develop-
ment and testing of a proof of concept
prototype model of an on-board fast

packet - switching subsystem. based on
the results of the Phase I study.

HDTV Codec

The third Labs research proposal,
called "Flexible-Rate HDTV Codec,"

is being managed by Dr. Lin Nan Lee.
Due to their point-to-multipoint distri-

bution capability, satellites are ideally
suited for I IDTV distribution. The pro-
posed digital HDTV codec will be
based on an algorithm suitable for cost-
effective hardware implementation and
will be designed with maximum flexi-
bility.

After completion of the study phase,
the most critical technique used by the
algorithm will be breadboarded and
tested to prove the algorithm and hard-
ware implementation. In the final phase

a proof-of-concept prototype for dem-
onstrating the feasibility and pertonn-
ancc of the complete flexible-rate
HDTV codec will be fabricated. n

Acknowledgements to 1he Clarksburg
publication Sideband.

John Deere Chooses 1113S
Deere & Company. one of the

world's largest producers of agricul-
tural equipment, working with Over-
seas Telecommunications, Inc. (OTI),
has chosen to implement COMSAT's

International Business Service (IBS).
The service will link the company's
data center in Moline, Ill., with its
manufacturing facility in Mannheim,
West Germany.

The new 128 khits/s private line
will enable the company's design en-
gineers in the U.S. and Europe to util-
ize a common data base. In addition
to hatch transmissions, the satellite
link will support interactive applica-
tions for engineering, manufacturing
and accounting functions. Deere per-
sonnel on both sides of the Atlantic
will have simultaneous and interac-
tive access to the same information,
helping to improve Deere's product
development.

Here is how the Deere network is
configured. The link utilizes Ku-

band capacity on the Intelsat satellite
located at 335 degrees east longitude.
COMSAT will provide all-digital
communications service to OTI, one
of 20 carriers which takes IBS from
COMSAT. The OTT 6.1 meter an-
tenna in Detroit. Mich., is approxi-
mately 150 miles from Deere's Illi-
nois facility. In Europe, the Deutsche
Bundespost 13 meter antenna located
in lJsingen, approximately 200 kilo-
meters from Mannheim, forms the
other end of the link. The use of earth
stations close to customer premises
minimizes dependence on terrestrial
facilities, contributing to overall net-
work cost reduction and improved
quality.

"With this international link," says
Bill Coopman. John Deere's manager
of telecommunications, "our engi-
neers here and abroad will be able to
work together more efficiently to de-

liver new and enhanced products
faster to farmers." n
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